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Patient Story: Joy and the Witch Doctor

by Katie Rae Spell

Joy is the feeling that swells your chest and brings the happiest of tears to your eyes – the exact feelings experienced by Zambian
police officer T. Africa the moment he held his new daughter in his arms. Choosing a name was easy: Joy. At six months of age,
though, happiness turned to worry and fear as Joy’s eyes began to sunset (roll down), her head began to enlarge, and her painful
tears seemed to reject her very own name. Panicked and confused, T. Africa and his wife looked for help.
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Like most members of their community, Joy’s parents went to a traditional healer, or “witch doctor.” He brought a flickering light
to their darkening fears. He told them that some neighbor had poisoned their little girl out of jealousy for her beauty. He pulled
out charms and poured potions over Joy’s tiny body. For the next year, he would continue to perform spells and pour potions,
but to no avail. Then the healer said to bring in a white chicken.
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CURE Parent Inspired to Do More

While Joy was watching, he slaughtered the white chicken, taking its still-fresh blood and rubbing it all over her body. This
traumatized Joy, and guilt began to rise in T. Africa. Any flicker of light he still had in the with doctor’s ability was quickly snuffed
out as Joy’s conditions worsened. T. Africa knew he couldn’t put his daughter through any more “treatment” from the witch
doctor. He had to look elsewhere.

by Ben Martin
through the ETV training program at CURE Uganda,
where he found the same level of excellence that he

Joy’s parents quickly found a medical doctor who could help them. The doctor told them that this was a condition called
hydrocephalus. He explained what it was, then brought a light that would exceed any flicker they had seen before: the CURE
hospital in Lusaka could treat hydrocephalus, and Joy could be taken there the next morning!

had experienced as the parent of a patient. Dr. Kamalo

What Joy’s parents found at CURE was more than they could have
hoped. Through the prayers of the CURE staff, they felt peace.
The CURE staff placed their lives in the hands of God, and T. Africa
saw God’s hands work through the successful operation and the
quick results that followed. It only took a few days for Joy to
start saying “papa” and “mama” for the first time, and through
physical therapy, she began to walk.

before you operate, you pray, even when you are
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prayer with the patients all the time. The idea that
talking to the patients, you tend to involve God more.

T. Africa still regrets all that Joy went through. It was through
CURE, though, that his daughter was saved, and with the hope
that he was given, he travels all over Zambia to provide support
groups for parents with disabled children. He tells these parents
about CURE and the only source of real hope and healing: God.

Learn more about Joy at cure.org/meetjoy

also discovered the spiritual side of CURE. “There was
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with

The only treatment

available in Malawi was a shunt, which was not the
solution Dr. Kamalo wanted for his son. “I heard about
ETV,” he says, “but at that time, the only place that we
knew was CURE in Uganda.”

Get more tour details at: cure.org/events

He took his son to CURE Uganda and was immediately
impressed. “What I liked most was from the grounds
laborers to the guards at the gate, everybody knew
what happens at that place and could explain to you
what ETVs were about. That was quite impressive.”

Download the App

Now. Dr. Kamalo has returned to Malawi, one of only
two neurosurgeons in the country. The training at CURE
has inspired him to work towards starting a training
program in Malawi. “The work here is just too much.
We have 200 to 300 hydrocephalus patients a year. It
is my wish to train other people. That’s my long term
plan.”
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Dr.

His time at CURE has also strengthened his faith and
given him greater confidence. “When you start every
procedure with prayer, it does give you courage,
because there is a higher power behind you.” That
influence extends beyond the operating theatre, too.

The experience at CURE inspired Dr. Kamalo to seek

“Most of the impact, I think, has been more between

Download the CUREkids App
for iOS in the App Store.

out training in neurosurgery.

me and my patients.”

Find out more about the
CUREkids app at:

experience in Malawi, but they can not afford to go to

cure.org/app

“What struck me was

that there are lots of people who would need this
Uganda.” Within six months, Dr. Kamalo resigned his
position at a local hospital and went back to university.
As Dr. Kamalo completed his course of study, he went
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And how is his son doing now, years after his treatment
at CURE? “His name is Owakela. It means ‘a gift from
God.’ He’s in school. He likes to run around; he likes to
play. He’s just like any other boy in Malawi.”

WHAT IS

HYDROCEPHALUS?
It is a condition that develops when the absorption of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is hindered or
blocked, resulting in excessive accumulation in the ventricles of the brain.

WHY IS IT SUCH A BIG PROBLEM IN
THE DEVELOPING WORLD?
Hydrocephalus can only be treated through surgery, and
access to neurosurgical care is scarce in the developing world.
Hydrocephalus Cases
WORLDWIDE

Enlarged Ventricle
Accumulating fluid causes
ventricles to swell, which in turn
causes the entire head to swell.

Blockage

Prevents fluid from flowing
and absorbing normally.
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children acquire hydrocephalus each year

79%

of new cases will be in the developing world

Developed world
Developing world

Without proper treatment, children born with hydrocephalus will suffer
from significant brain damage, developmental delay, and ultimately death.

HOW IS HYDROCEPHALUS TREATED?
CHERISHED
CHERISHED
MESSAGES
MESSAGES
by Dale Brantner, President
&
CEO
by Dale Brantner
At some point, I’m sure you have sent a get well
message to a friend or family member who is dealing with an
illness or facing surgery. It is a customary gesture for us to
share these messages of encouragement and support to those we
love. In the developing world, these messages bring hope and joy
beyond what you might imagine.
Through CUREkids online, many of you have shared similar get well
messages with our patients. As I walked through the neurosurgical ward
on a recent visit to the CURE hospital in Lusaka, Zambia, I was struck by the
impact of these messages. Several of the kids had theirs lying right beside
them or proudly displayed at their bedside.
These messages have become valuable items for our patients and their
families. They are more than a piece of paper. They show them that a
complete stranger, living thousands of miles away, who they will likely never
meet, cares enough to take the time to think about and pray for them. To
our patients who are rejected and ridiculed because of their disabilities, this
is truly a significant act of love.
I want to encourage you to visit our CUREkids website and send a get
well message to a child with hydrocephalus (cure.org/getwell). It will
become a cherished message that provides another way for us to
join together and share God’s love with these precious children.

The treatment for hydrocephalus is to provide a method for the excess cerebrospinal fluid to reabsorb
naturally. Traditionally, this has been accomplished by surgically inserting a shunt, a small plastic tube
that extends from the brain down into the abdomen. Shunts require maintenance, however, which is
nearly impossible to achieve in the developing world. CURE's staff has pioneered the use of the
ETV/CPC method developed by Dr. Ben Warf, Senior Medical Dir., in which a surgeon uses a tiny
camera to locate the blockage, then creates a permanent opening to allow the fluid to absorb naturally and to reduce the production of CSF. This solution does not require ongoing shunt maintenance.

WHO CAN TREAT IT?
Hydrocephalus treatment requires neurosurgeons
trained in specialized procedures operating in
facilities equipped to support them. CURE
Hydrocephalus is a program that is steadily
gaining the attention of governments and large
capacity donors, raising awareness of these needs,
and facilitating the training and equipping of
surgeons to address this issue.

Ratio of trained
neurosurgeons
per population:

Countries with neurosurgeons
trained and supported by CURE
Hydrocephalus
Countries with low and
medium human development
(Source: UN)
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Patient Care Coordinators (PCCs) identify children in need of treatment and

life-saving
surgeries
provided

coordinate their surgery and all follow-up care. One of the most common reports
from parents of a child with hydrocephalus is that they have been ostracized by
their local community and even their closest family members, labeled as “cursed.”

United States: 1:88,000

Uganda: 1:8,350,000

There is a vast difference in the ratio of trained neurosurgeons to the general
population between the developing and the developed world. Training like that

Our PCCs counsel these families and children, sharing the worldview that their
child is a precious gift to be treasured and modeling the gospel of Jesus Christ in
a way that is culturally sensitive and respectful.
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offered by CURE Hydrocephalus can begin to change that.

WANT TO HELP MAKE A DIFFERENCE? TEXT HELPCURE TO 45777 NOW!
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